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1.
A warm welcome to the September Edition of our Monthly Magazine .As always ,with
thanks for all articles and contributions .There is so much happening that editing down to the
main/key items was a little bit difficult.
Best Wishes :

Mike Morrice
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2. 1. Overview / News Summary.
The Association of Controls Management --- Website/News Updates (September-2019)
Copies of monthly news-letter is available at http://www.taocm.co.uk/
Main Website updates include –
- Looking for a job , upload your’ cv so employers can find you at http://www.taocm.co.uk/6.-jobs-board.html
- Looking for a job , hundreds of new jobs posted every day at http://www.taocm.co.uk/6.-jobs-board.html
- Looking for an extensive library of free Planning/Controls info http://www.taocm.co.uk/4.-association-library.html

-

Looking for Free Planning/Controls training videos at http://www.taocm.co.uk/a--planning-library.html
Looking for Free copies of all International Planning Standards at http://www.taocm.co.uk/a--planning-library.html
Looking for Free/Discount Planning/Controls training/CPD http://www.taocm.co.uk/1c--continuous-professionaldevelopment.html
Looking for Rules & Ethical Standards at http://www.taocm.co.uk/
Looking for Membership info’/How to apply for Membership at http://www.taocm.co.uk/routes-to-membership.html
Looking for Company/Employer International Standards at http://www.taocm.co.uk/2.-services-for-companies-employers.html
Looking for current Planning/Controls Research Projects at http://www.taocm.co.uk/5.-research-and-development.html

-

Looking for your’ nearest Area Rep’ at http://www.taocm.co.uk/contact.html

-

Other Updates include –
-

The Project Controls ECITB Trailblazer Apprenticeship scheme is now on it’s 3 rd year (read details inside)
The Association Guidelines for Employers to comply with the International Standards/Seek Accreditation are now available at
http://www.taocm.co.uk/
Project Controls formally recognized as a separate/defined profession (not part of/or subset of some other profession)
The Project Controls Awards took place on 20 th-September-2019 (more details to follow)
We still need a few Area Rep's ; so if you want to take part , then please let us know ?.
Finally , for those that want to become members , then go to our website at http://www.taocm.co.uk routes to membership
page and follow instructions there
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Routes to Membership – (How To Apply for Membership)

Whether you are just starting out in Planning and Controls , or have already been working in Planning and Controls and gained
lots of experience/training ; there is a route to Membership for you .
See where you will fit at http://www.taocm.co.uk/routes-to-membership.html

Why is this important for you ? .
Simply because most employers and larger companies are including "Proper Professional Accreditation" as a key requirement
in their job advertisements.
So what do you need to do ?.
1) Professional Membership :- If you have significant experience in planning and controls . Or if you have existing qualifications.
Typically those enrolling on the programme will have worked in a planning and controls role for 5 years or more , plus hold no
formal qualifications , or have a technical qualification such as HND/HNC/BSc. For more details , and to make initial application
go to http://www.taocm.co.uk/initial-application-form.html
2) Training Courses - (ECITB,20|20 - Planning & Controls Certificate/s :- Gaining the ECITB,20|20 planning & controls certificate
gives you a professional qualification that is industry recognised ,and will provide you with the skills to perform planning &
controls at management levels. These courses are specifically for entry into and progression in the planning & controls
profession .These courses are for you if --- - You are working in planning & controls and aiming to progress to a management
role. - Or You have a degree in a non-planning subject and are employed in planning & controls. - Or You are a forces leaver ,
with supervisory experience and want to work in planning & controls. - Or You have no previous qualification or experience but
wish to become trained , in order to get ahead .
For more details ,and to make initial enquiries go to http://www.taocm.co.uk/1b--20-20---ecitb-planning---controls-training.html
Why is this important for you ? . Simply because most employers and larger companies are including "Proper Professional
Accreditation" as a key requirement in their job advertisements.
For more info' go to http://www.taocm.co.uk/home.html
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4. The Association’s New Guidelines for Managing/Controlling Projects
available at http://www.taocm.co.uk/a--planning-library.html
Fairly comprehensive and fully aligned with ISO Standards ; the only Planning and Controls
Guidance Document/s that are 100% aligned with proper International Standards and recognised in over 188
Countries Worldwide
For more information , how to apply to become a member , go to http://www.taocm.co.uk
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5. ECITB/20|20 Project Controls Qualifications - (Industry wide/UK-Gov accredited)

The ECITB Trailblazer Project Controls Apprenticeship is now in it’s 3 rd year , and the increase in admissions has been rather
outstanding .This has been helped (in part) by most Schools / working with their local Colleges to offer 5 th & 6th year pupils
Apprenticeship Modules/Training alongside “A” Level and “Higher” Studies .
The significance of these training courses remains ; that the ECITB courses are the only Project Controls training that have
been vetted and accredited to UK-Gov' standards .The addition of the new Apprenticeship allows access to proper training ,with
low entry level requirements but , after training (the higher training units) are equivalent to BSc/MSc degree level . With this type
of training ,on the job experience is gained right alongside the academic and computer training .For any companies in the UKGov' training Levy scheme , there are extremely good incentives offered (look on ECITB website for details) .
The ECITB training courses are ,the only courses available which correctly recognise Project Controls as a separate/unique
Profession ; and not as a sub-set of any other profession.
One of the biggest complaints from all planning and controls professionals was that there was no formal training or recognition
for the profession .The ECITB have answered that call .Now there is .
For details on all ECITB Courses go to https://www.ecitb.org.uk/Training-Services/Project-Management-Controls/ProjectControls
NB :- Further details of the new Industry Standard training courses and approved training providers 20|20,will be formally
announced via the official independant professional organisation (The Association of Controls Management)
For information on routes to Professional Membership / Membership assessments go to http://www.taocm.co.uk/home.html
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6. TAOCM Interim Results

One of The Associations main purposes is to "Drive forward and champion the best industry standards and
practices"..and "Provide professional recognition/accreditation for both Professional Controls Managers
and ,subordinate functions (i.e. Planning/Document Controls/etc)"
Our 4th Quarter/Interim progress results are as follows 



For Applicants , who took the initial assessment ,approx' 22% passed ,approx' 78% failed and of those approx' 5% were
borderline fails .Over 62% of Applicants expressed a desire to improve.(NB :- the majority of applicants who failed the
assessment already have certificates from non-accredited trainers or/and software companies)
For Employers , who took the initial assessment ,approx' 17% passed ,approx' 83% failed , there were no borderline
employer fails .Under 54% of Employers expressed a desire to improve. (NB :- The majority of employers expressed
interest ,not only in company systems/process and procedures but ,also in having their planning and controls staff
properly trained and accredited and , going forward ensuring that any new planning and controls staff being recruited
that it will be a key requirement that they are already properly trained and accredited)

The number of applicants was 3,153 and the number of employers was 183 .These are relatively small numbers
compared to the number of people and employers who either use or/and sell planning and controls services. Therefore
,this may not accurately reflect the wider industry position .However ,these findings do align with similar
research/surveys carried out by various other industry professionals .Interestingly ,of those who passed the
overwhelming majority were either from a Petro-Chem' background or are consultants or consultancy
businesses.Conversely ,the overwhelming majority of those who failed were with companies or company types who
also failed.
Visible improvements in the 9 Months would include 



The ECITB have introduced a Planning and Controls Apprenticeship scheme to sit alongside their existing Planning and
Controls training courses (Credit to the guys at Costain who drove this , and the small army of Industry specialists who
gave their efforts to make this happen) .This is a huge development , as these are the only training course for Planning
and Controls that is underwritten/accreditted by the UK-Gov'.
The majority of employers expressed interest ,not only in company systems/process and procedures but ,also in
having their planning and controls staff properly trained and accredited and , going forward ensuring that any new
planning and controls staff being recruited that it will be a key requirement that they are already properly trained and
accredited

This is a brief/interim summary ,more details/updates will be provided as they become available and,in our regular
Monthly Members News-Letters.
http://www.taocm.co.uk
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The National Excellence & Innovation Awards Competition for 2019
The Association of Controls Management Annual Excellence & Innovation Awaeds
Friday-20th-September-2019 @ Broomhall Castle

With Stalls and Demonstrations from Planning and Controls Specialists and software Companies
4D/BIM Demonstration and , Keynote Speeches from Senior Industry Professionals .
- More details at http://www.taocm.co.uk

An exceptional 2 days of highly entertaining , informative and innovative discussion and debate and , in particular the
work of the Planning Research Council , their Psycho’-Analytic-Planning work is simply a light bulb moment ; which
is so simple you can only ask “why has no-one done this before now ?”.
Congratulations , once again , to the Awards Winners .
A reminder that The ACM is a Charitable organisation , all events/etc are and remain free from corporate
sponsorship.
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8. Hiring a Planner – Some Insights for Recruiters – (Article by Ashok Iyengar)
When you look to hire an effective EPC Scheduler/Planner, one of the most common things asked of them is if they know P6.
Spelling P6 is different than knowing P6 and all associated implications on project health. Please be aware there may be several
tools experts that will easily embellish their resumes but when it comes to interviewing on application of tools to facilitate
project profitability several fall short. While I do not expect everyone to readily agree, but I have seen enough instances to
highlight this as a systemic issue.
Here are a few questions that may help you sift the wheat from the chaff1- Define critical path? – People may answer it as Zero float path, but smarter ones will probably say longest path
2- What are the levels of schedule? Are you familiar with the schedule hierarchy?
3- If the Project Manager came to you and asked “what are the three key factors to determine project health”- Progress (SPI),
criticality, productivity (PF)
4- What are some critical KPI’s we must look at in a schedule so we can make the process forward looking?- OTD Starts &
Finishes, Float erosion, milestone performance are some of these
5- What are two major impacts you can adjudge from the schedule update? – Critical path impact- Easy to see. Cumulative
impact- Happens gradually and could be very risky in the long run
6- Would you prefer to show all details on an engineering schedule or would you rather only show inter-discipline interdependencies?
7- Provide your recommendations on handling of vendor drawings in the schedule
8- How do you work up manpower histograms? Do you know of a standard way to show craft mix?
9- What is the approach to defining calendars in P6? How do you account for normal and abnormal weather patterns?
10- What is the best way to schedule bulk installation? (Concrete, steel, pipe and electrical)- Schedule may not always be the
best platform to schedule bulks; curves represent bulk installation better
11- Is there a general thumb rule for allocating schedule contingency?
12- If you were King for a day, what would you change on your project?
Of course, we do not expect newbees to be able to articulate this all, but I am sure as experienced recruiters you can
understand their thought process. Of course if you are "okay" with hiring someone who will do nothing but crunch updates in
P6, all bets are off!
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It’s The Trees Moving That Makes the Wind Blow – (Article by Mike Testro)

It certainly looks like that is the case. What about deserts and the north and south poles? No trees but windy - well there are lots of trees in
the tropical zones all moving about that spreads the wind around. Obvious isn't it.
So what is cause and what is effect. What looks plausible on the surface may not be correct in fact. It is easy to see the trees moving and
not recognise the wind.
So how can you be sure about actual cause and the link to actual effect in a construction project? Well the truth is that you can't be
absolutely sure because you are never in possession of every fact.
What you have is a bundle of historic records that may be skimpy or voluminous and you must sift out whatever evidence that present as
facts to show the cause and another set that demonstrates the effect. And some of it will be contradictory - indicating that the air is moving
but the trees are standing still.
Luckily we have the principle of "on the balance of probability" that a case may stand or fall.
Therefore to demonstrate cause and effect it is necessary to balance every piece of evidence and give weight to its content - on both sides
of the argument.
That is what the tribunal does so it is good practice to assist it to reach a just and reasonable decision.
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10. EPC Delays – The Universal Cause – (Article by Herve Baron)

The last 3 major EPC Projects I came across were subject to large delays, about one year, for the same reason that everyone seemed to
ignored.
The Parties were exchanging claims worth hundreds of millions of USD, with elaborated explanations about the reasons for the delay. None
of this was needed. The cause was very obvious and could be identified by the outsider very quickly: Equipment were ordered on these
projects much too late.
Quantifying the delay to the Project completion date also did not need any sophisticated delay analysis, it was simply the difference
between the date when Equipment should have been ordered and the actual date on which they were ordered.
Equipment referred to here are not Long Lead Items. LLI are usually on the radar screen and get special attention. Equipment refers to all
process Equipment: columns, drums, heat exchangers, pumps, compressors, packages, etc. There are typically between 50 and 100
Equipment in a given unit of a Process Plant.
In this article, I explain why the date at which Equipment are ordered directly determines the project duration.
A Project is, at a high level, the execution of Engineering, Procurement and Construction.
The first player in a Project’s duration is Engineering: how fast can it deliver bill of materials and specifications to Procurement for purchase
and drawings to Construction.
Let’s focus on Engineering and the factors affecting its progress.
As any activity made of a large number of individual tasks, Engineering progress is not linear. It starts slowly, accelerates to reach its cruise
speed, at which point its progress is linear, and slows down near completion. The progress curve has a well known “S” shape.

Once Engineering has reached 80% progress, Construction is unlocked (50% of piping isometric drawings are issued which enables piping
pre-fabrication) and becomes what determines the Project completion.
Let us see how we get there as quickly as possible.
There are 2 phases:

The Engineering peak development period, from 20 to 80% progress. It is known to be determined by the size of the Project, and
to take 6 months for a small project (100,000 h) and 12 months for a very large one (1,000,000 h). These are statistically proven. It
cannot be much influenced. Adding more people does not help as productivity decreases.
 The build-up period, up to the point when Engineering reaches its cruising speed. Contracry to the peak period, the duration of the
build-up period can vary widely. One can act indeed act on the acceleration point.
Let’s see how. Let us stand back for a moment and look at the facility.
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It is made up of a number of Equipment, integrated in the facility.
In fact the facility design derives from that of the Equipment:
 The facility layout depends on the Equipment sizes, required free spaces and accesses for operation and maintenance.
 The utilities, such as cooling or heating media, are sized according to the consumption of Equipment.
 The Pipework is routed up to Equipment nozzles
 The Electrical power supply is sized according to Equipment power consumption
 The Process control system integrates Equipment controls
Virtually all Engineering discipline depend on Equipment information to proceed, as shown below.

Now, unlike the facility itself, the Equipment are not designed by the EPC Contractor but by Equipment vendors.
Equipment vendors define the type of equipment, their size, arrangement, required auxiliaries and utility consumption.

Before the design is completed by the vendor, Equipment data is not available.
This means that the EPC Contractor does not know the footprint of the Equipment, the space occupied by its auxiliaries, what free space
shall be provided on the side/top for handling parts during maintenance, the utilities required, the power consumption, the number of I/O
needed for Equipment monitoring and control, the position of cable connections on the Equipment, etc.
Therefore the Plant design around the Equipment cannot proceed.
Back to Engineering progress, we can now understand that for Engineering to accelerate data on Equipment must be available. That
Engineering progress acceleration is found to take place only once Equipment have been ordered, design has been completed by Vendors
and resulting information issued from Vendors to the Engineer, is now no surprise.
This is what is indeed observed repeatedly on Projects: Engineering accelerates 2 months after 50% of the Equipment have been
purchased, at which point Equipment information from Vendors starts coming in.

Engineering is obviously on the critical path of EPC projects as Construction needs drawings to proceed. Therefore, the date at which
Equipment is purchased directly determines the Project duration and completion date.
Should the procurement of Equipment be delayed by 3 months, Engineering development will be delayed by 3 months and the Project
completion will be delayed by 3 months.
Ordering Equipment early shall be the Project team top priority in the early stages, to unlock Engineering.
Once we have said that, how to do? Let’s call it A, B, C to remember it easily.
A) Order Equipment Early
Let’s look at what comes into play for ordering equipment
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RFQ = Request for Quotation, TBT = Technical Bid Tabulation, CBT = Commercial Bid Tabulation, PO = Purchase Order
To be able to issue the inquiry, the following must be ready:

Process design frozen and process specification issued
and
 Requirements in all disciplines collected inside the Material Requisition
To speed up the Vendor bid review process, having vendors fill the TBT is useful.
You then need to carry out diligent commercial negotiations.
In the early stages of the Project everyone must be focused on placing Equipment orders early. Everyone, both in Engineering and
Procurement, should know that this is a condition for Engineering development and Project timely completion. Show them the picture here
and explain that before the positions of all these flanges are defined by the vendor no connecting pipe can be designed and routed!
B) Pave the way for timely submission of critical vendor data
Only a few vendor documents are critical to Engineering development. These are the ones shown on the synoptic above. Make sure they
are listed, and their required submission dates, consistent with the Engineering schedule, specified in the Material Requisitions’ Vendor
Documents Requirement Schedule (VDRS).

In order to ensure that the documents contain the right information, specify it.
(reproduced from The Oil & Gas Engineering Guide, Editions Technip)
In order to incentivize vendors to submit critical documents on time, make sure that the Purchase Orders contain
 Conditions linking payments to submission of documents,
 Liquidated Damages for late document submissions.
C) Monitor and expedite
Load the document control system with the list of vendor documents and scheduled submission dates. As the document control system
records the receipt of these documents, it is easy to extract the list of outstanding submissions and expedite vendors.

The document control system also records the status of the EPC contractor review of vendor documents. Make sure reviews are done on
time and expedite late ones!
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10 Accrued Delay – The Next Steps in Delay Analysis (Article by Christopher Hall)

EARLIER THIS YEAR, in a thread not so long ago, I provided a detailed example on how an analyst could use primary source documents (a
detailed programme and bore logs) to establish the accrued delay of two activities and to define which activity was driving at any one point
in time.
See here - https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/accrued-delay-example-christopher-hall/
LET'S TAKE THIS EXAMPLE FURTHER, and integrate this high level of detail with graphics to take it up a level so that you can sell it, report
on it and use it effectively.
LET'S RECAP ON THE EXAMPLE.
There is a detailed subcontract program and a master construction programme for an in-ground retaining structure. Neither align or
interface properly, the project is in delay and you have been tasked using the primary source bore logs (daily records) to undertake a delay
analysis... so you start by measuring the actual rate of progress and comparing it with the planned rate of progress, this gives a measure of
delay. Or 'effect' if you will.
YOU - TABULARISE IT, for all of the records on the diaphragm wall and it provides

YOU GRAPH IT, always graph it... it is just so useful to see these results graphically!

YOU - LOOK HARD, and clearly identify the driving path based on the greatest measure of accrued delay at any one point in time.
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YOU - DESCRIBE IT, that is the driving path, ready for your report as:
From 3 November to 8 November 2016 through excavation of Dwalls then;
Concrete pour to Dwall to 13 November 2016 followed by;
Excavation to Dwalls to 23 November 2016 then;
Concrete pour to Dwalls to 25 November 2016 followed by;
Excavation to Dwalls to 30 November 2016 leading to;
Concrete pour to Dwalls to 13 December 2016.
YOU - GRAPH IT AGAIN, this time just the driving path

NOW THE NEXT STEPS, this is where the magic can happen.
NOT EVERY AVERAGE JOE OR MIKE WANTS TO KNOW ALL THIS DETAIL.
In fact most will argue it's simply too much or not required. The truth is anything but, that is, in order to complete a robust analysis one
must have all of the above prepared and sitting in the appendices and annexures of a delay analysis report.
It is this level of detail you will turn to when your findings and report are tested, checked, and cross examined. (Or when you wish to defeat
simple opinion evidence)...
SO WHAT DOES THE AUDIENCE WANT? simplicity it's just that simple. They don't want numbers, spreadsheets, graphs, and pages of
writings. So how do we explain the above without writing a document you get lost in... graphics!!!!
REMEMBER MY EARLIER THREAD ON GRAPHICS, and consider that the above example is a very simple illustration of delay analysis. But,
what if we were comparing 10 different walls to each other with the above activities?
All those tables and graphs would drive about anyone crazy but for the over jealous analyst!
Like Me!
SO LET US USE GRAPHICS TO CUT THROUGH THE QUAGMIRE, and give average Joe and Mike what they want. Remember this?
See here - https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/graphics-planers-delay-analysts-christopher-hall/
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LET'S USE IT, but let us complicate matters, let us consider a more complex example. An inground jet grout pile retaining wall with three
activities made up of multiple walls all being build at different time and rates (yet resource dependent).
HERE'S THE GRAPH

AND HERE IS THE RESOURCE CONSTRAINED PATH OF THE DRIVING RIG

LET'S TRANSPOSE our detailed findings into our graphics package (PowerPoint).
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LET'S USE RED to depict the driving path (established from our detailed workings sitting in our appendices and annexures to our report).

LET'S CREATE ANOTHER GRAPHIC, showing at those points the driving path changes from activity to activity (which we will use as our
windows) at which we will provide a measure just how late each activity is (which we figured out earlier in our tables and graphs!)
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AND THERE YOU HAVE THE NEXT STEPS IN A DELAY ANALYSIS
NOW THAT WAS THE EASY PART, and I mean that! As Planned vs. As Built in windows is an effect based approach, and the above delay
analysis establishes just that. The following steps after this entail establishing the cause(s) for the delay and disruption.
ENJOY, HAVE FUN
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11 Fast Tracking and The Lost Art of CPM Schedule Acceleration – (Article by Derek Graham)

No one is waxing nostalgic when I mention ‘fast-track’ project deliveries of the 1990’s. That’s because they rarely, if ever, panned out. They
failed mostly for lack of proper coordination between design and construction, and created perpetual concurrent delays. Ironically, the
majority of latter day project deliveries seem to resemble ‘fast tracking,’ and fail in many of the same ways.
Lump-sum construction contracts typically stipulate that design documents are 100% at the time of signing. The fewer errors and
omissions, the less the likelihood for change order work and delays. Sometimes, a contract is signed with the promise that the designer will
provide the balance of the design documents in stages, within sufficient time, to comply with project schedule. The project is essentially a
fast-track project in all but name.
Fast-tracking was a project delivery method intended to reduce the overall duration of a project by beginning the work before the project
is fully designed. For example, a contractor could begin SOE, site clearing, excavating, and foundation, at the same time the architect is
designing the structure. The contractor erects the structure while the architect designs the fitout.
‘Goodbye fast-tracking: we hardly knew you.
In this way, the drawings are expected in stages, with both builder and architect milestones built into the schedule. If one or the other
fails to meet a milestone, there will be delays and resulting claims. The more detailed and complex the project, the longer the duration
between stages. Longer term, simpler, and more predictable projects, could benefit from fast-tracking proper, and unknowingly work
within that project delivery system.
Latent Fast-tracking
Any under-designed project will have an incomplete set of contract drawings. These are known as ‘errors and omissions,’ (E&Os), for which
designers are liable, but seldom taken to task, save for egregious circumstances. Often, the designer isn’t given sufficient time to complete
his work before the owner or SHs deadline, and his product goes out half-cocked. If the drawings are in fact unconstructable, the owner
may later find himself in breach (of contract), and somewhat to blame.
A savvy contractor will notice the E&Os in the contract drawings, and indemnify himself against delays and costs incurred, with pre-bid
RFIs, budgets, and time contingencies. As the work progresses, designers will choke down RFIs and submittal turnover to a glacial pace,
giving themselves as much time as possible to make sketches in order to either complete the design, or to punt back to the contractor.
Building from ‘Sketches
Sketches, are the lowest order of magnitude design documents that designers use to patch up loosely defined criteria. This was not always
so. Brunelleschi and Michelangelo’s mechanical sketches were intricately detailed. A sketch should clarify a design, not be the design. If the
design could not somehow be built without the sketch, it was an incomplete design to begin with.
As time passes, mountains of sketches drop in response to voluminous RFIs, just before they perpetuate or create a delay. This is similar to
fast-tracking, only it does not benefit the owner or SHs in any way - only the designer. The more cross referencing by sketches there is, the
more fragmented the design documents become, and the more likelihood for confusion and error.
‘Contractor’s are penalized a disproportionate share of delay claims by owners. These delays invariably can be traced back to design
flaws, or E&Os.
More important than budgets and time contingencies are pre-bid RFIs. RFIs must continue until the design is complete. It is unacceptable
for a designer to issue a ‘design intent’ sketch, and demand the details to be taken up in the ‘shop drawings.’ That’s called doing the
designer’s work for him, and assuming liability.
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Unexamined Acceleration
Fast-tracking is just as nutty as its close relative schedule acceleration, which is often based on over-idealistic presumption, and few datadriven strategies. Consider your average 3 year project. One year in design, and two in build out. However, the designer insists on 18
months instead of 12, and the contractor requires 36 months, instead of 24.
The owner irons out an agreement where the contractor agrees to begin 1 year into the design phase, fast-tracking the balance for 24
more months, for a total of 36 months. The contractor received an upcharge and net 30 payment terms, in order to accelerate 33% (from
three to two years).
‘There’s even a scheduling program called ‘FastTrack’ - and wouldn’t you know it - it has 0 to do with fasttrack scheduling.
As the project progresses, ‘shit happens:’ stop work order, delay in material, weather, trade issues, RFIs, and small endeavors in the field
point toward systemic flaws in the production concept. Instead of working 33% faster, he is actually putting work on a pace 33% slowerthan
his original 3 year duration.
'It’s counter intuitive to expect a contractor to suddenly ‘180’ the job momentum - that’s just tomfoolery, no matter who’s selling.
Before long, ownership is demanding recovery schedules. To mollify them, the contractor must reverse his 33% production rate just to get
back to 36 months, and then increase another 33% to get back on track. The later in the project recovery takes place, the less its impact
and likelihood for success. That’s because construction projects aren’t like wildly fluctuating stocks and bonds, their momentum takes a lot
more time to impact, and certainly more risk management than some scheduler’s bar chart.
Platforms, such as Acumen 360 Schedule Accelerator, are designed specifically to generate scenarios that are resource and data-driven,
with team buy-in/push back as a facilitator to real-time decision making. Although I have used Deltek’s platforms, published and spoke on
the subject, I have as yet found any interest in the building industry for the Acumen Suite.
The reasons for this is that most builders wouldn’t have a person whom they could call an operator of the software, which they themselves
don’t understand, wouldn’t maintain the schedule baseline and updates, and may not have a trained scheduler in the first place. Not a lot
to work with, this explains why builders seldom reap delay claims.
When a lot of VC is at risk, smart builders buckle down within their project controls department, and find a way to float a claim worth
consideration. They can only do this with rigorous and accurate record keeping. This is crucial, should a claim go to mediation. Any
technical errors or discontinuities within the data-set are subject to preclude the entire claim. This includes fictitious start/finish actual
dated, float sequestering (hidden float), and lack of background data. Yet, even some of the largest public ventures maintain no risk
assessment, and only an MS Project with which to work. What else would you expect?
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12 Why it is Important to Track Procurement Process – (Article by WorkPack)
Infrastructure projects are generally executed in three phases –

1.

Engineering Design

2.

Procurement of materials & services

3.

Construction
Hence the acronym – EPC projects.
Clearly, procurement is an important stage where buyers procure materials as per the engineering design and specifications. Also, they
award service contracts to subcontractors for construction and installation of the procured materials.
Lead time for material procurement
Correspondingly, the actual construction process will only start after the material procurement and its delivery to the site.
In this context, the time taken between material Purchase Order (PO) and its delivery is important for the overall project schedule. This
timeline is known as the lead time.

Items which need to be custom manufactured or specially fabricated, tend to have long lead times. They are commonly referred to as ‘Long
Lead Items’.
Impact of lead time on construction schedule
Any delay in the delivery of these long lead items can derail the subsequent construction schedule. This not only delays the project, but
also escalates the construction costs by throwing up the original schedule for a toss.
Imagine, as a construction manager, having a construction team and machines available on site – but without the main construction
material. You are already being billed for the labor and equipment on standby, but without actually getting anything done.
The lead times can be so long sometimes, that the material orders have to be placed even before the engineering design is completed. In
such cases, the critical items with long lead times are ordered first and rest of the system is designed around those long lead items.
Impact of any delay in procurement
Evidently, material procurement of long lead items is almost always a critical activity in the EPC project schedule.
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Any delay in the procurement process and material delivery will potentially derail the construction project schedule and also escalate the
construction costs.
Hence EPC project managers often focus on tracking the progress of long lead item purchase.
Tracking procurement process with digital tools
Typical material procurement process for infrastructure projects is done in following steps –

1

Purchase Requisition (PR) by engineering team

Saved in Shared Drive

2

Buyers prepare Request for Quotation (RFQ) and send to registered vendors

Emailed to vendors

3

Respective vendors email their proposals

Emails received

4

Bid comparison prepared by project team

Spreadsheet based comparison

5

Purchase Order prepared by buyer and emailed to selected vendor

Saved in shared drive, thenemailed to
vendor

6

Vendor delivers material to store/site

GRN uploaded by store/site personnel
using mobile app

You can notice how a few simple digital tools are used to track the progress of this complete procurement process from requisition to
delivery.
But usually, all the tools don’t connect with each other and that makes it difficult to plot progress of procurement activities on a digital
tracking dashboard.
If all these tools can be connected via a single digital thread, each step in the procurement process of each item will be tracked digitally and
get reported on a central tracking dashboard.
Then a procurement manager or project manager can simply refer to this dashboard to know where the procurement process of a long
lead item is currently standing.
In case of any delay or even possibility of a delay, they can then take a proactive action to ensure that the purchase and delivery timelines
stay on track.
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Tracking procurement process with WorkPack
WorkPack is a digital platform that connects all the digital tools of day-to-day use in infra projects like – emails, spreadsheets, shared
folders, mobile apps etc.

So WorkPack performs like a digital backbone of the procurement process, where all the procurement activities are tracked and finally
relayed to a central dashboard for tracking purpose.
Infra project managers can rely on the WorkPack dashboard to give them the full picture of what is happening in different procurement
activities of the project – including the long lead purchases.
This way, WorkPack has already helped project managers executing infra projects in different industries.
Can it help your procurement / project teams as well? Find out by registering for a free trial.
Let us know if you need any help or if you would like to schedule a free consulting session with the WorkPack team.
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13 CPD and Up-Coming Events.
13.1 20|20/ECITB Training Courses :-

13.2 The ACM / Employers Symposium :For details/to request attendance go to http://www.taocm.co.uk

13.3 King’s College London “FIDIC School” 2019 :-

The King’s College London Centre of Construction Law is offering for the first time a one-week training course
covering the FIDIC standard form contracts in practice. The course is run by leading practitioners and focuses on the
common and civil law legal frameworks within which the contracts are used. FIDIC contracts lie at the heart of many
international projects, and a good understanding of the applicable law is required. This intensive course builds on
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common law and civil principles and examines how the FIDIC standard form processes operate in various legal
systems.
The course will be led by Professor Phillip Capper and Visiting Professor Nicholas Gould. It will run from 18th to 22nd
June 2018 and will comprise lectures, seminars, group discussions and workshops.
This new course has been designed to equip talented commercial managers, engineers and lawyers with advanced
legal, commercial and practical knowledge in relation to FIDIC contracts, and the legal background within which
they operate. The lecturers include:
Nael Bunni

Adrian Hughes QC

Virginie Colaiuta

Mrs Justice Jefford DBE,

Wendy MacLaughlin

(High Court Judge, TCC)

Edward Corbett

Professor David Mosey

Jane Davies Evans

Professor Renato Nazzini

Jason Fry

Lindy Patterson QC

Jeremy Glover

Christopher Seppala

Liam Holder

David Streatfield -James QC

DI Mathias Fabich
For enquiries and Application Forms please contact FIDICLondon@gmail.com.
13.4 UK BIM Alliance Launches Product Data Working Group :-

The UK BIM Alliance has launched a working group to help support construction product data –
the group will encourage the industry to come together to meet the challenges of product data
use and management
The working group will be led by Su Butcher, social strategist and Alliance Executive Team Member. The
announcement comes after Butcher and Alliance Chair Anne Kemp facilitated a meeting of key stakeholders at the
IET in London in January.
Speaking after the decision, Kemp said: “This initiative is essential to bring the industry together on this difficult
topic. It also demonstrates how the Alliance can provide independent leadership and identify and fill the gaps that
are preventing implementation of BIM.”
The working group will be made up of volunteers. Once constituted it aims to spend three months consulting widely
and will produce a short report identifying areas where solutions exist, where they need investigating and where
further work needs to be done.
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Butcher trained as an architect and now works with product manufacturers. “This is a topic very close to my heart,
as I see the difficulty both product manufacturers and architects currently have working with data,” she said.
“Many manufacturers are unwilling to invest any more time because they simply don’t feel there is an agreed
framework and standards to work to. Many architects don’t feel they can access the right information in the right
format, and clients and contractors have issues too. The aim of the Alliance is to move us along the journey to
resolve those issues, and bring the whole industry with us.”
The Alliance has issued a report on their meeting with stakeholders which took place on 10 January. It can be
accessed here: Download Report.
The report explains that the new working group will run a ‘briefing project’ over three months. Volunteers are
sought who are willing to meet stakeholders and do the preliminary research. The outcome will be a briefing
document and roadmap, setting out the current landscape and areas of need, for which the UK BIM Alliance may
commission future projects or invite other stakeholders to carry out projects on its behalf. The document advises
that volunteers should be ‘ready to get their hands dirty’.
Volunteers are requested to contact the Alliance at info@ukbimalliance.org with details of experience and expertise
in product data and team working, and confirming their ability to participate.
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13.5 New PowerProject Products & Training :-

13.6 British Standards Institute (BSI) Training Courses :-
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13.7 Project Controls Expo’ – 2019 :-

Details at : https://projectcontrolexpo.com/
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13 Final Thoughts.
Delegation ??

Un-Practical ??
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